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Abstract. In his treatise titled ”The physics of high pressures” (1931), Bridgman carefully doc-
umented that the viscosity and the thermal conductivity of most liquids depend on the pressure and
the temperature. The relevant experimental studies show that even at high pressures the variations
of the values in the density are insignificant in comparison to that of the viscosity, and it is thus
reasonable to assume that the liquids in question are incompressible fluids with pressure dependent
viscosities.
We rigorously investigate the mathematical properties of unsteady three-dimensional internal
flows of such incompressible fluids. The model is expressed through a system of partial differential
equations representing the balance of mass, the balance of linear momentum, the balance of energy
and the equation for the entropy production. Assuming that we have Navier’s slip at the impermeable
boundary we establish the long-time existence of a (suitable) weak solution when the data are large.
Key words. generalized Navier-Stokes-Fourier system, incompressible fluid, pressure-dependent
viscosity, shear-dependent viscosity, temperature-dependent viscosity, unsteady flows, Navier’s slip
boundary conditions
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1. Introduction. In both fluids and solids, the thermoelectric and thermo-
mechanical properties depend on the pressure. In the case of liquids, properties such
as the viscosity, thermal and electrical conductivity, depend upon the ”pressure”.
The exhaustive book of Bridgman (1931) on the ”Physics of High Pressure” provides
a detailed documentation of the manner in which these properties vary with pressure
with regard to the literature prior to 1931. Interest in determining the properties of
fluids under high pressure has not waned and investigations have continued to date to
document the variation of a variety of properties with pressure. In this study we are
interested in a rigorous mathematical analysis of fluids whose viscosity and thermal
conductivity vary with pressure. We shall not be concerned with the electromagnetic
response of fluids.
In the case of a compressible Navier-Stokes fluid, as the bulk and the shear vis-
cosities depend on the density, and the ”thermodynamic pressure” also depends on
the density, it is clear that the viscosities will depend upon the ”thermodynamic pres-
sure”. However, in the case of the incompressible Navier-Stokes fluid, one needs to
justify if, and when, the shear-viscosity can be assumed to depend on the ”mechani-
cal pressure” (the mean normal stress). Stokes (1845) was quite aware of the need to
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delineate carefully when one can ignore, or have to take into account, the dependence
of the shear-viscosity on pressure. Stokes (1845) states that ”If we suppose viscosity
to be independent of pressure also, and substitute ...” which clearly implies that in
general he is of the view that the viscosity can depend upon pressure. This becomes
even more apparent when he further delineates when it might be reasonable to sup-
pose that the viscosity is independent of pressure: ”Let us now consider in what cases
it is allowable to suppose viscosity to be independent of the pressure. It has been
concluded by Du Buat from his experiments on the motion of water in pipes and
canals, that the total retardation of the velocity due to friction is not increased by
increasing the pressure... I shall therefore suppose that for water, and by analogy for
other incompressible fluids, viscosity is independent of the pressure.”
There are clearly situations wherein the effect of viscosity on pressure cannot be
ignored though the effect of the pressure on the density can be neglected. This is
clearly the situation in Elastohydrodynamics (see Szeri (1998)) wherein one comes
across the viscosity changing by a factor of 108, while the density varies by a few
percent. In such cases, it is reasonable to approximate a liquid as being incompressible
with the viscosity depending on the pressure. Barus (1893) suggested the following
relationship between the viscosity µ and the pressure p:
µ(p) = A exp(αp), A and α are positive constants . (1.1)
It is also well known that the viscosity of liquids depend upon the temperature
θ, the viscosity is decreasing with increasing temperature. Reynolds’ model (see Szeri
(1998)) takes the form
µ(θ) = µ0 exp(−mθ), µ0 and m are positive constants . (1.2)
A popular model for the variation in viscosity due to temperature is due to Vogel
(1922) and takes the form:
µ(θ) = µ0 exp
[
a
b+ θ
]
, µ0, a and b are positive constants. (1.3)
Later on, Andrade (1930) had provided a formula for how the viscosity varies with
density, pressure and temperature for a compressible fluid:
µ(p, %, θ) = A%
1
2 exp
(
B
θ
(p+D%2)
)
, (1.4)
where A, B and D are constants, % is the density.
Interestingly, while in Reynolds’ model the viscosity vanishes as the temperature
tends to infinity, in Vogel’s and Andrade’s models they attain a constant finite value.
The relationship (1.4) might give the erroneous impression that the changes in
the density can be enormous as the relationship is exponential with respect to %2.
However, such is not the case for the range of pressures for which the change of the
viscosity is of the order of 108, in virtue of the exponent for the density term being
exceedingly small the change in density is indeed small. In fact, careful recent exper-
iments have shown that the density changes according to the relation (see Dowson &
Higginson (1966))
% = %0
(
1 +
0.6p
1 + 1.7p
)
. (1.5)
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Thus, the percentage change in the density for instance for a pressure change from
2GPa to 3GPa is approximately 3.5%, while the viscosity change is of order of 108.
Thus, one can indeed approximate most organic liquids as incompressible fluids with
pressure dependent viscosities.
Extensive bibliography on the experimental work concerning the variation of vis-
cosity as well as many other properties of materials, under the influence of high
pressures, can be found in the authoritative treatise by Bridgman (1931). However,
there has been considerable continued interest in the variation of viscosity with both
temperature and pressure as evidenced by the fact that experiments have been carried
out as recently as 2006 (see Bair & Kottke (2003) for experiments that show an aston-
ishing variations of viscosity with pressure) and continues to be carried out today with
the aim towards understanding this dependence of viscosity on pressure and temper-
ature, see Bair (2006). Other experiments in the recent past that are concerned with
the variation of the viscosity with pressure are those by Cutler et al. (1958); Griest
et al. (1958); Johnson & Cameron (1967); Johnson & Greenwood (1980); Johnson
& Tevaarwerk (1977), Bair & Winer (1992), Roelands (1966), Paluch et al. (1999),
Irwing & Barlow (1971), Bendler et al. (2001), among others.
At very high pressures the fluids can be close to glass transition. An interesting
issue that requires careful consideration is the nature of the boundary condition that
comes into play at the interface between the fluid that is at high pressure and an
impervious solid wall. While it is customary to assume that the fluid adheres to the
boundary, it is possible that the fluid slips or stick-slips at the solid boundary.
The increase in the thermal conductivity of fluids due to increase of pressure
are not as dramatic as that of the viscosity, but be that as it may, the variation is
large enough to warrant our taking them into account. The following comments of
Bridgman in this matter are worth recording: ”In general characteristics the effect of
pressure is the same on all liquids tried. The thermal conductivity increases under
a pressure of 12,000 kg/cm2 by an amount which varies from 1.5 fold for water to
2.7 fold for the normal pentane. In general, the effect is greater for those substances
with the lower boiling or freezing temperatures (in general these are also the most
compressible substances). The effect is not at all proportional to the pressure, but
at high pressures a given increment of pressure produces a much smaller effect, both
absolutely and relatively, than at lower pressure”. We shall thus allow the liquid’s
thermal conductivity to depend on the pressure. The variation of the thermal con-
ductivity with pressure is generally non-linear (see the variation in the case of i-propyl
alcohol with pressure at two different temperatures in Bridgman (1931, Fig. 76)). It
is also worth observing that the effect of thermal conductivity on temperature unlike
that with pressure does not have the same sign with increments in temperature.
We now turn our attention to a brief discussion of mathematical results concern-
ing fluids with pressure dependent thermo-mechanical properties. Unlike fluids with
pressure dependent viscosity, there are no rigorous mathematical studies concerning
the thermo-mechanical response of fluids whose viscosity and thermal conductivity
both depend on pressure. In this study, we consider the case when the viscosity and
thermal conductivity depend on pressure, temperature and shear-rate. Before we for-
mulate the results concerning such fluids it is worth discussing briefly results that have
been established for the purely mechanical response of fluids with pressure dependent
viscosity.
Rigorous mathematical works concerning the flows of fluids with pressure depen-
dent viscosity are of reasonably recent origin. The first studies by Renardy (1986),
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Gazzola (1997) and Gazzola & Secchi (1998) were concerned with the existence of
solutions that are for a short time and due to small data. If in addition, the viscosity
depends sublinearly and appropriately on the shear rate then the relevant governing
equations are amenable to mathematical analysis. Ma´lek et al. (2002), Hron et al.
(2003), Franta et al. (2005) and Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a) have established long-time and
large data existence results concerning the flows of a class of incompressible fluids
whose viscosity depends on both the pressure and symmetric part of the velocity gra-
dient in a suitable manner. Franta et al. (2005) established the existence of weak
solutions for the steady flows of fluids whose viscosity depends on both pressure and
the symmetric part of the velocity gradient, that satisfy Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. Earlier, Ma´lek et al. (2002) and Hron et al. (2003) had established global-in-time
existence for unsteady flows of such fluids under spatially periodic boundary condi-
tions. The extension of these results to unsteady flows in bounded domains subject to
Navier’s slip is due to Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a). A subclass of the viscosities that lead to
uniqueness of planar flows was identified in Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2005) where the long-time
behavior of solutions and their convergence towards a finite-dimensional attractor
that attracts solution trajectories with the exponential rate were also investigated.
All these mathematical studies have however the same shortcoming with respect to
the asymptotic behavior for the viscosity with pressure, namely, the requirements on
the viscosity µ imply that, as p→∞, either µ(p)/p→ 0 or |µ(p)/p| is bounded, which
is contradicted by experiments1. This objection applies to the results presented in
this paper, as well.
Another drawback of all the above mentioned mathematical studies consists in
fixing the pressure by prescribing its mean value (over the whole domain). It would
be however more desirable to prescribe the average pressure over a small area (a set
of non-zero area measure) on the boundary. This in fact corresponds to prescribing
the average pressure that is determined by a pressure measuring device. This is
more realistic than prescribing pressure at a ”point” as no pressure measuring device
measures pressure at a ”point”, what is measured is average pressure in a small
area containing the point. In this paper, for the first time we are able to obtain
existence results by merely prescribing the average pressure over a set of non-zero
volume measure. A more detailed discussion of this issue can be found in the next
section. It would be more physically appropriate to be able to establish the results
by prescribing the pressure over a nonzero area on the boundary, this is not a trivial
task and we feel that we will be able to address this issue in a forthcoming study.
The above studies are concerned with issues regarding existence and uniqueness
of the flows of such fluids. A complementary and useful set of studies concerning such
fluids are solutions for the flows of such fluids in specific geometries. The nature of
the geometry allows us to seek special solution using semi-inverse techniques. Hron
et al. (2001) studied the flow of such fluids between infinite parallel plates and were
able to obtain explicit exact solutions when the viscosity depends in a special manner
on the pressure. They were able to show that the form for the velocity profile depends
on how the viscosity changes with pressure. It was shown that the profile could vary
from the parabolic profile for a fluid with constant viscosity to that which resembles a
triangular shape as well as a flattened plug flow profile. In addition, for a certain range
of values for the parameters, multiple solutions were explicitly calculated. Hron et al.
1In the second case, we can however argue by dealing with a modified viscosity µm that coincides
with the original one for the values of p ≤ plarge and µm(p) = µ(plarge) for the values of p above
plarge.
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(2001) also carried out a numerical solution of the flows of such fluids in much more
complicated geometries such as that in the annular region between two cylinders that
are rotating about distinct but parallel axes (geometry corresponding to the flow in a
journal bearing). They also study the flow of such a fluid across a slot. It is apparent
from the solutions that they are markedly different than that for the classical Navier-
Stokes fluid. Later, Vasudevaiah & Rajagopal (2005) considered the fully developed
flow of a fluid that has a viscosity that depends on the pressure and shear rate and
were able to obtain explicit exact solutions for the problem. The recent study by
Prasad & Rajagopal (2006) points to a very interesting feature concerning the flows
of fluids with pressure dependent viscosities, namely the capability of such fluids to
develop boundary layers in that the vorticity is concentrated by virtue of an increase in
pressure due to gravitational effects and hence an increase in the viscosity. There are
a few other studies in the above spirit but we shall not discuss them here. One special
approximation of the equations governing the flow of such fluids warrants mention,
namely the approximation that is used in elastohydrodynamics. Unfortunately, the
classical derivation of the modified Reynolds’ equation that allows the viscosity to
depend on the pressure has a basic inconsistency. This error has been pinpointed,
and corrected, in the recent paper by Rajagopal & Szeri (2003).
Finally, we turn to a discussion of the problem that is considered here and our
major results.
In most real applications like elastohydrodynamics wherein the effects of high
pressure are significant, we find that the heat generated due to dissipation and the
consequent changes in the temperature are significant. It is thus necessary to consider
such problems from a fully thermodynamic perspective taking into account the balance
of energy, in addition to the balance equations for the purely mechanical problem. It
is to such a treatment of the problem that this study is addressed.
In this paper we consider the existence of solutions to the balance of mass (which
in virtue of the constraint of the incompressibility reduces to div v = 0), the balance of
linear momentum and the balance of energy, for the velocity, pressure and temperature
fields (the balance of angular momentum is automatically satisfied by the choice of the
Cauchy stress being symmetric). As mentioned earlier, we allow both the viscosity
and the thermal conductivity to depend on the pressure, the temperature and the
shear rate. We consider the situation wherein the velocity field satisfies the Navier-
slip boundary condition at the impervious wall, as considered by Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a)
for the purely mechanical problem. With regard to the thermal boundary condition,
we assume that there is no heat flux at the boundary. We establish the long-time
existence of a (suitable) weak solution when the data are large.
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we provide the
mathematical formulation of the problem under consideration, including the govern-
ing equations, boundary conditions, assumptions on the structure of the constitutive
quantities and the definition of a solution. We also present the main result and ex-
plicitly mention several assertions that follow as corollaries. In Section 3, we define
a two-parameter (ε and η) approximation of the original problem and briefly discuss
its existence that is established by using a two-level Faedo-Galerkin method. Finally,
we study the behavior of (ε, η) approximate solutions by first allowing ε and then η
to tend to zero, and use this to prove the main result.
2. Formulation of the problem and the results.
2.1. Balance equations, boundary and initial conditions. Equation for
the entropy production. We are interested in understanding the mathematical
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properties relevant to unsteady flows of a homogeneous incompressible fluid whose
viscosity and thermal conductivity depend on the pressure, the temperature and the
shear rate, flowing in a bounded container that can be identified with a bounded open
connected set Ω in R3 with the boundary ∂Ω. We are interested in solutions that exist
in the domain Q := (0, T )×Ω, where (0, T ) denotes the time interval of interest. We
set Γ := (0, T )× ∂Ω.
Motions of such fluids are described in terms of the velocity field v, the pressure
(mean normal stress) p and the temperature θ in terms of a system of partial differ-
ential equations that are a consequence of the balance of mass, balance of linear and
angular momentum, and balance of energy. The balance of mass in the case of a ho-
mogeneous and incompressible fluid reduces merely to the divergence of the velocity
field being zero, while the balance of angular momentum which leads to the Cauchy
stress being symmetric is automatically met by virtue of the form chosen for the the
Cauchy stress T:
T = %∗(−pI + S) (%∗ > 0 is the constant density) , (2.1)
the extra stress S being symmetric. The system governing the flows of interest take
the form
div v = 0, v,t + div(v ⊗ v)− divS = f −∇p,
E,t + div(Ev) = div(Sv − pv − q) + f · v ,
(2.2)
where E = 12 |v|2 + e is the sum of specific kinetic energy 12 |v|2 and specific internal
energy e, q is the heat flux and f represents the specific body forces. In this setting,
for given functions v0 and E0 defined in Ω, we prescribe the initial conditions
v(0, x) = v0(x) and E(0, x) = E0(x) (x ∈ Ω) . (2.3)
We assume that the boundary is completely described from outside by a finite
number of overlapping C1,1-mappings, and if this is indeed the case we write Ω ∈ C1,1.
We prescribe the following boundary conditions
v · n = 0 , vτ = − 1
α
[Tn]τ = − 1
α
[Sn]τ and q · n = 0 on Γ , (2.4)
where n is the unit outward normal and zτ stands for the projection of the velocity
field to the tangent plane, i.e. zτ = z− (z ·n)n. The first condition in (2.4) expresses
the fact that the solid boundary is impervious, the second equation in (2.4) is Navier’s
slip boundary condition, and the last condition states that there is no heat flux across
the boundary.
We will also require that for some open Ω0 ⊆ Ω∫
Ω0
p(t, x) dx = h(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ] , (2.5)
where h is a given function. This condition on the pressure demands some discussion
as no such condition needs to be appealed to in the case of a classical Navier-Stokes
fluid whose viscosity is constant. In the classical Navier-Stokes equation for an incom-
pressible fluid, one encounters only the pressure gradient in the governing equations,
while in the case of the flow of a fluid with pressure dependent viscosity, the pressure
itself appears. This implies that one requires some information concerning the pres-
sure field as quantities such as the viscosity that appear in the governing equations
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depend on the pressure field. From a physical standpoint two flows can have the
same pressure gradient associated with them while the pressure field could be totally
different in the two cases. However, since the viscosity depends on the pressure, it is
imperative to know the value of the pressure in order to know the value of the viscos-
ity. However, within the context of determining weak solutions, it makes no sense to
prescribe the value of the pressure at a point and thus it is necessary to prescribe the
pressure over a set of non-zero volume measure. As mentioned in the introduction,
in previous studies concerning fluids with pressure dependent viscosity a mean value
for the pressure over the whole domain was prescribed. Here, for the first time we
are able to establish existence results by merely prescribing the average value of the
pressure over an arbitrary (possibly small) set of non-zero volume measure.
In addition to balance laws (2.2) one usually requires that all processes that a
body undergoes meets the second law of thermodynamics. Expressed as the Claussius-
Duhem’s inequality, it takes the form
S,t + div(Sv) + div(q/θ) ≥ 0 , (2.6)
where S denotes the specific entropy, and θ is the temperature introduced, see Callen
(1985), via the relation
1
θ
=
∂S
∂e
> 0. (2.7)
Defining the specific rate of entropy production ξ through the formulae
ξ = S,t + div(Sv) + div(q/θ) , (2.8)
it follows from (2.6) that ξ should be non-negative.
2.2. Constitutive equations. Assumptions concerning material moduli.
Examples. Regarding the structure of the equations that constitute the specific fluid,
we assume that the quantities e, S, q and ξ take the form2
e = cvθ, with cv ∈ (0,∞) , (2.9)
S = S∗(p, θ,D(v)) = ν(p, θ, |D(v)|2)D(v) with ν ≥ 0 , (2.10)
q = q∗(p, θ,D(v),∇θ) = −κ(p, θ, |D(v)|2)∇θ with κ ≥ 0 , (2.11)
ξ ≥ −q · ∇θ
θ2
+
T · ∇v
θ
, (2.12)
where ∇v denotes the velocity gradient and D(v) is its symmetric part. Note that
due to (2.10) and (2.11), it follows from (2.1), (2.7) and (2.12) that ξ is non-negative,
thus meeting the second law of thermodynamics.
In general, the specific heat is a function of the temperature and in the case of
pressure dependent fluids it is also a function of the pressure. In Remark 2.2 below, we
relax the requirement imposed by the equation (2.9) and consider a general (possibly
nonlinear) invertible relationship between e and θ assuming that e has polynomial
growth for θ large. We shall show that the existence result for such a generalization is
a consequence of the main result stated under the assumption (2.9). The existence is
established by ”replacing” θ by e in the balance of energy, see Remark 2.2 for details.
2More general relationships between the internal energy e and temperature θ are discussed in
Remark 2.2.
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In this paper, we shall not assume that the specific heat depends on the pressure as
sufficient experimental data are not available concerning the same.
The constitutive equations (2.9)–(2.12) generalize several classes of incompressible
fluids. In particular, they include the cases where
(1) ν = ν(θ) and κ = κ(θ) ,
(2) ν = ν(p, |D(v)|2) ,
(3) ν = ν(θ, |D(v)|2) and κ = κ(θ, |D(v)|2) or κ = κ(θ) or κ = κ(|D(v)|2) ,
to mention a few.
Moreover, assuming that S = S(θ) it follows from (2.7) and (2.9) that
S = cv ln θ and E = cvθ + 1/2|v|2 . (2.13)
Using (2.3) and (2.13) we easily identify the initial temperature θ0 through θ0 :=
1/cv(E0 − |v0|2/2).
We assume that the viscosity ν that appears in (2.10) is a continuous mapping
of R × R+ × R+0 into R+ being differentiable w.r.t. the first and third variable. In
addition we assume that for some r ∈ [1, 2)
there are C1, C2 ∈ (0,∞) and a nonincreasing1 function γ1 ∈ C(R), γ1 ≥ 1 in R,
such that for all p ∈ R, θ ∈ R+ and B,D ∈ R3×3sym: (2.14)
C1γ1(θ)(1 + |D|2)
r−2
2 |B|2 ≤ ∂S
∗
ij(p, θ,D)
∂Dkl
BijBkl ≤ C2γ1(θ)(1 + |D|2)
r−2
2 |B|2,
and
there is a γ0 ≥ 0 and a function γ2 such that for all p, θ and D:∣∣∣∣∂S∗(p, θ,D)∂p
∣∣∣∣ ≤ γ0γ2(θ)(1 + |D|2) r−24 . (2.15)
We also assume that the heat conductivity κ that appears in (2.11) is a continuous
mapping of R× R+0 × R+0 into R+ such that for some β ∈ R
there are C4, C5 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all p ∈ R, θ ∈ R+ and D ∈ R3×3sym:
C4θ
β ≤ κ(p, θ, |D|2) ≤ C5θβ .
(2.16)
It is not difficult to observe that the viscosities of the form2:
ν(p, θ, |D|2) = (1 + µi(p, θ) + |D|2) r−22 , (2.17)
ν(p, θ, |D|2) = ν0 exp(1/θ − 1/θ0)(1 + αµi(p, θ) + |D|2)
r−2
2 , (2.18)
where µi(p, θ) have the form (s ≥ 0):
µ1 =
(
1 + ap2/(1 + θ)
)−s
or µ2 = min
{
2−s, (1 + exp(αp/θ)))−s
}
, (2.19)
1We encourage the reader to check that in order to prove Theorem 2.1 it suffices to assume that
γ1 is continuous, and bounded at infinity.
2Note that formula (2.18), with r = 2, coincides with the so called Arrhenius law, see Baranger
& Mikelic´ (1995) and references therein.
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satisfy (2.14)-(2.15).
We end this subsection by stating the consequences of the assumption (2.14) that
concern coerciveness, growth, monotonicity and the Lipschitz continuity related to
S∗. We set
I(D,B) := |D −B|2
∫ 1
0
(1 + |B + s(D −B)|2) r−22 ds. (2.20)
Lemma 2.1. Let S∗ satisfy (2.14). Then there are constants C6, C7 > 0 such that
for all p, θ,D
C6γ1(θ)(|D|r − 1) ≤ S∗(p, θ,D) ·D,
|S∗(p, θ,D)| ≤ C7γ1(θ)(|D|r−1 + 1).
(2.21)
Moreover, if S∗ satisfies (2.14) and (2.15) with r ∈ (1, 2) then
C1
2
γ1(θ)I(D,B) ≤ γ
2
0γ
2
2(θ)
2C1γ1(θ)
|p− q|2 + (S∗(p, θ,D)− S∗(q, θ,B),D −B) (2.22)
and
|S∗(p,θ,D)− S∗(q, θ,B)|
≤ C2γ1(θ)|D −B)|
∫ 1
0
(1 + |B + s(D −B)|2) r−22 ds+ γ0γ2(θ)|p− q|
≤ C2γ1(θ)I 12 (D,B) + γ0γ2(θ)|p− q|.
(2.23)
Proof. For a proof of (2.21), see Ma´lek et al. (1996, Lemma 1.19 p.198). The
inequalities (2.22) and (2.23) can be proved following the procedure used by Ma´lek
et al. (2002) or Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a) where the same inequalities are established when
γ1, γ2 ≡ 1.
2.3. Basic notations and auxiliary assertions. To avoid any misunderstand-
ing in the definition of the appropriate function spaces, we shall assume that the
boundary ∂Ω of the set Ω is Lipschitz, and we write Ω ∈ C0,1. For q ∈ [1,∞] we
define the Lebesgue spaces Lq(Ω) and the Sobolev spaces W 1,q(Ω) in a standard way,
and we denote the trace of a Sobolev function u, if it exists, through tru. For our
purposes we introduce the subspaces (and their duals) of vector-valued Sobolev func-
tions from W 1,q(Ω)3 which have zero normal component on the boundary(note that
q′ = q/(q − 1)):
W 1,qn :=
{
v ∈W 1,q(Ω)3; trv · n = 0 on ∂Ω} , W−1,q′n := (W 1,qn )∗ ,
W 1,qn,div :=
{
v ∈W 1,qn ; div v = 0
}
, W−1,q
′
n,div :=
(
W 1,qn,div
)∗
, Lqn,div :=
{
v ∈W 1,qn,div
}
.
‖·‖q
For r, q ∈ [1,+∞], we also introduce relevant spaces of a Bochner-type, namely,
Xr,q := {u ∈ Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ) ∩ Lq(0, T ;Lq(Ω)3), tru ∈ L2(0, T ; (L2(∂Ω))3)},
Xr,qdiv := {u ∈ Xr,q,divu = 0}.
Let g and h be (scalar, vector- or tensor-valued) functions. We shall write (f, g)
for
∫
Ω
f(x)g(x) dx if fg ∈ L1(Ω), (f, g)Q for
∫
Q
f(t, x)g(t, x) dx dt if fg ∈ L1(Q),
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(f, g)∂Ω for
∫
∂Ω
f(S)g(S) dS if fg ∈ L1(∂Ω) and (f, g)Γ for
∫
Γ
f(t, S)g(t, S) dS dt if
fg ∈ L1(Γ). If f ∈ X and g ∈ X∗ we often use the symbol 〈g, f〉 instead of 〈g, f〉X∗,X .
We write D instead of D(−∞, T ; C1(Ω)).
Also, we shall use the space C(0, T ;Lqweak(Ω)) (similarly for vector-valued func-
tions) consisting of all u ∈ L∞(0, T ;Lq(Ω)), satisfying (u(t), ϕ) ∈ C([0, T ]) for all
ϕ ∈ C(Ω).
Finally, we recall the Lq theory concerning the Neumann problem for the Laplace
operator and the Helmholtz decomposition. For a given z ∈ Lq(Ω) with ∫
Ω
z dx = 0,
we use the symbol N−1Ω0 (z) to denote the unique solution of the Neumann problem
4u = z in Ω, ∇u · n = 0 on ∂Ω,
∫
Ω0
u dx = 0. (2.24)
For special case Ω0 = Ω we use abbreviation N−1(z) := N−1Ω (z). Particularly, denot-
ing gv := N−1(div v) we define the vector vdiv, as
vdiv := v −∇gv ( =⇒ v = vdiv +∇gv Helmholtz decomposition). (2.25)
For and arbitrary3 Ω ∈ C1,1, the Lq-regularity theory for the Neumann problem (2.24)
implies, see Grisvard (1985, Proposition 2.5.2.3, p. 131), that
‖gv‖2,q ≤ Creg(Ω, q)‖div v‖q ‖vdiv‖1,q ≤ (Creg(Ω, q) + 1)‖v‖1,q, (2.26)
‖gv‖1,s ≤ C(Ω, s)‖v‖s ‖vdiv‖s ≤ (C(Ω, s) + 1)‖v‖s. (2.27)
The following lemmas summarize helpful inequalities related to functions from
the Sobolev spaces.
Lemma 2.2. Let 1 < q1, q2 <∞. Set
S := {v;v ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)3) ∩ Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ),v,t ∈ Lq1(0, T ;W−1,q2n,div )}.
If 2 ≥ r > 65 and {vi}∞i=1 is bounded in S, then {trvi}∞i=1 is precompact in Lp(0, T ;Ls(∂Ω)3)
for all p, s ∈ 〈1,∞) satisfying
p < s
5r − 6
3s− 4 , s ∈ (
4
3
,
2r
3− r ). (2.28)
Proof. See Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a, Lemma 1.4) where even more general result is
proved.
Corollary 2.1. Let r > 85 . Let {vi}∞i=1 be bounded in S. Then {trvi}∞i=1 is precom-
pact in L2(0, T ;L2(∂Ω)3) ∩ Lr′(0, T ;L 2r3(r−1) (∂Ω)3).
Lemma 2.3. (Korn’s inequality) Let q ∈ (1,∞). Then there exists a positive
constant C depending only on Ω and q such that for all v ∈ W 1,q(Ω)3 which has the
trace trv ∈ L2(∂Ω)3 the following inequality holds
C‖v‖1,q ≤ ‖D(v)‖q + ‖v‖L2(∂Ω). (2.29)
Proof. See a modification of the result by Necˇas (1966) in Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a).
3Less restrictive assumptions on the smoothness of Ω are discussed in Remark 2.3.
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Lemma 2.4. (Interpolation inequalities) For 2 ≤ q ≤ 3r3−r and 1 ≤ s ≤ 3(β +
λ+ 1) the following inequalities hold
‖z‖q ≤ ‖z‖
6r−6q+2qr
q(5r−6)
2 ‖z‖
3r(q−2)
q(5r−6)
3r
3−r
≤ ‖z‖
6r−6q+2qr
q(5r−6)
2 ‖z‖
3r(q−2)
q(5r−6)
1,r , (2.30)
‖z‖s ≤ ‖z‖
3(β+λ+1)−s
s(3β+3λ+2)
1 ‖z‖
3(β+λ+1)(s−1)
s(3β+3λ+2)
3(β+λ+1) ≤ ‖z‖
3(β+λ+1)−s
s(3β+3λ+2)
1 ‖z
β+λ+1
2 ‖
3(s−1)
2s(3β+3λ+2)
1,2 . (2.31)
Proof. The first of the inequalities in (2.30) and (2.31) can be found in Bergh &
Lo¨fstro¨m (1976) or Ma´lek et al. (1996, Corollary 1.2.10), and the second follow from
the embedding inequalities.
Lemma 2.5. (Aubin-Lions) Let V1, V2, V3 be Banach reflexive separable spaces
such that
V1 ↪→↪→ V2 and V2 ↪→ V3.
Let 1 < p <∞, 1 ≤ q ≤ +∞ and 0 < T <∞. Then
{v; v ∈ Lp(0, T ;V1), v,t ∈ Lq(0, T ;V3)} is compactly embedded into Lp(0, T ;V2).
Proof. See for example Simon (1987) or Feireisl (2004, Lemma 6.3).
2.4. Definition of the solution. Main theorem, its corollaries and rele-
vant results. We assume that the data f , h, v0 and θ0 satisfy
f ∈ Lr′(0, T ;W−1,r′n ), h ∈ Lr
′
(0, T ) ,v0 ∈ L2n,div , θ0 ∈ L1(Ω) ,
there is a constant C3 > 0 such that θ0(x) ≥ C3 > 0 for a.a. x ∈ Ω.
(2.32)
Definition 2.1. Let Ω ∈ C1,1 be a bounded threedimensional domain and f , h,v0
and θ0 satisfy (2.32). Let ν satisfy the assumptions (2.14)-(2.15) with r ∈
(
9
5 , 2
)
.
Let κ satisfy (2.16) with β > − 3r−53(r−1) . We say that (v, p, θ, s, q,S) is a suitable weak
solution to (2.1)-(2.13) if
v ∈ C([0, T ];L2weak(Ω)3) ∩Xr,
5r
3
n,div, v,t ∈ L
5r
6 (0, T ;W−1,
5r
6
n ), (2.33)
p ∈ L 5r6 (0, T ;L 5r6 (Ω)) and
∫
Ω0
p(x, t) dx = h(t) for a.a. t ∈ (0, T ), (2.34)
q ∈ Lm(0, T ;Lm(Ω)) for all m : 1 ≤ m < 1 + 1/(4 + 3β), (2.35)
S ∈ Lr′(0, T ;Lr′(Ω)3×3), (2.36)
θ ∈ L∞(0, T ;L1(Ω)), θ β+λ+12 ∈ L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)) for all λ < 0,
θ(t, x) ≥ C3 > 0 a.e. in Q ,
(2.37)
E = |v|2/2 + cvθ ∈ C([0, T ];L1weak(Ω)), (2.38)
S ∈ L∞(0, T ;Lq(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)) for all q ∈ [1,∞), (2.39)
satisfy the relations
S = S∗(p, θ,D(v)), q = q∗(p, θ,D(v)), S = cv ln θ a.e. in Q , (2.40)
fulfil the following weak formulations
〈v,t,ϕ〉 − (v ⊗ v,ϕ)Q + α(v,ϕ)Γ + (S,D(ϕ))Q = 〈f ,ϕ〉+ (p,divϕ)Q
for all ϕ ∈ L 5r5r−6 (0, T ;W 1,
5r
5r−6
n ) ,
(2.41)
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−(E,ϕ,t)Q − ((E + p)v,∇ϕ)Q + α(|v|2, ϕ)Γ + (Sv − q,∇ϕ)Q
= 〈f ,vϕ〉+ (E0, ϕ(0)) for all ϕ ∈ D,
(2.42)
− (S, ψ,t)Q − (cv ln θ0, ψ(0))− (vS,∇ψ)Q − (q/θ,∇ψ)Q
≥ −(q/θ2,∇θψ)Q + (S/θ,∇vψ)Q ≥ 0 for all ψ ∈ D with ψ ≥ 0,
(2.43)
and (v, θ) attain the initial conditions in the following sense
lim
t→0+
‖v(t)− v0‖22 + ‖θ(t)− θ0‖1 = 0 . (2.44)
Remark 2.1. (i) The bounds r > 95 and β > − 3r−53(r−1) are needed in order to have
compactness of Ev = 12 |v|2v + cvθv in L1(Q). Indeed, since v ∈ L
5r
3 (Q) by (2.33),
the requirement that 5r3 > 3 implies r >
9
5 . Similarly, the interpolation inequalities
(2.30) and (2.31), together with (2.33), (2.37) and Ho¨lder’s inequality imply that (2 ≤
q ≤ 3r3−r and q′ = qq−1 < 3(β + λ+ 1))∫ T
0
‖vθ‖1 dt ≤
∫ T
0
‖v‖q‖θ‖q′ dt ≤
∫ T
0
‖v‖
3r(q−2)
q(5r−6)
3r
3−r
‖θ‖
3(β+λ+1)(q′−1)
q′(3β+3λ+2)
3(β+λ+1) dt
≤ C
∫ T
0
(‖v‖r1,r) 3(q−2)q(5r−6) ‖θ β+λ+12 ‖ 6q(3β+3λ+2) q(5r−6)5rq−9q+61,2 dt
≤ C
(∫ T
0
‖v‖r1,r dt
) 3(q−2)
q(5r−6)
(∫ T
0
‖θ β+λ+12 ‖
6
q(3β+3λ+2)
q(5r−6)
5rq−9q+6
1,2 dt
) 5rq−9q+6
q(5r−6)
.
Thus, vθ ∈ L1(Q) provided that
6
q(3β + 3λ+ 2)
q(5r − 6)
5rq − 9q + 6 ≤ 2⇔
5r − 6
5rq − 9q + 6 −
2
3
≤ β + λ.
The maximal range for β with regard to its dependence on q ∈ [2, 3r3−r ] is achieved by
taking q = 3r3−r , which implies
β + λ ≥ 3− r
3(r − 1) −
2
3
= − 3r − 5
3(r − 1) valid for all λ < 0. (2.45)
The requirement that q′ < 3(β + λ+ 1) for q = 3r3−r is less restrictive.
(ii) If all statements concerning the entropy S are omitted in the above definition then
we call (v, p, θ, q,S) satisfying all the remaining statements of Definition 2.1 a weak
solution to (2.1)-(2.5), (2.9)-(2.11).
(iii) Proceeding as in the remark (i) above we conclude from (2.37) that θ ∈ Lq(Q)
for q < 53 + β. As q = κ(θ, p, |D|2)∇θ, the assumption (2.16) implies that∫
Q
|q|m dx dt ≤ C5
∫
Q
θβm|∇θ|m dx dt ≤ C(β, λ)
∫
Q
|∇θ β+λ+12 |mθβm− β+λ−12 m dx dt
≤ C
(∫
Q
|∇θ β+λ+12 |2 dx dt
)m
2
(∫
Q
θ
m(β−λ−1)
2−m dx dt
)1−m2
.
Consequently,
q ∈ Lm(Q)⇔ m(β − λ+ 1)
2−m <
5 + 3β
3
⇔ m < 1 + 1
3β + 4
, (2.46)
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which explains the range of m as it appears in (2.35).
(iv) The bound r < 2 is due to the fact that we deal with fluids with pressure dependent
viscosities. More precisely, it is shown in Ma´lek et al. (2002) that if r < 2, for a
given v fulfilling (2.33) (and for constant temperature) the equation (2.41) provides
a uniquely defined pressure (among those having the same mean value over Ω). This
type of uniqueness, that may be considered as a very minimal requirement on the
consistency of the model under consideration, also holds for some types of viscosities
falling within the class r = 2 (see Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a) for details). As it requires us
to modify the assumption (2.15), we will not consider this option here.
For γ1 and γ2 in (2.14) and (2.15) we define
B1 := sup
θ≥C3
γ1(θ), B2 := sup
θ≥C3
γ22(θ)
γ1(θ)
, B3 := sup
θ≥C3
γ2(θ).
Theorem 2.1. Let all the assumptions of Definition 2.1 be satisfied, particularly let
r ∈ ( 95 , 2) and β > − 3r−53(r−1) . In addition, let γ0 that appears in (2.15) fulfil
γ0 <
√
|Ω0|
|Ω|
C1
Creg(2,Ω)(C1B3 + C2
√
B1B2)
. (2.47)
Then for any data fulfilling (2.32) and for any T ∈ (0,∞) there exists a suitable weak
solution to (2.1)-(2.13).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result concerning long time exis-
tence of solutions to a model (2.2) where the material coefficients depend on p (mean
normal stress), θ (temperature) and |D|2 (shear rate). In addition, the result holds
for large data fulfilling (2.32) and the result concerns flows in general domains (with
C1,1 boundary) under reasonable Navier’s slip boundary conditions.
The result can be, however, significantly extended if we consider a subclass of
fluids S∗ wherein the viscosity is independent of the pressure. In such a case the
conditions (2.15) and (2.47) are irrelevant and we are not forced to restrict ourselves
to r’s below 2 (c.f. Remark 2.1, (iv)). By straightforward modifications of the proof
of Theorem 2.1 the following result can be established.
Theorem 2.2. Let all the assumptions of Definition 2.1 be satisfied. Let ν depend
only on θ and |D|2 and satisfy (2.14) with r > 95 and (2.16) with β > − 3r−53(r−1) . Then
there exists a suitable weak solution to (2.1)-(2.13).
In addition, if r > 115 then (2.34) is replaced by p ∈ Lr
′
(0, T ;Lr
′
(Ω)), and thus
(2.41) holds for any ϕ ∈ Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ); consequently taking ϕ = v in (2.41) and
subtracting the result from (2.42), we see that (2.43) holds with equality sign.
Theorem 2.1 generalizes the following results established earlier.
For the models where viscosity ν and heat conductivity κ depend only on the tem-
perature in an appropriate fashion, the existence of a suitable weak solution was
established in Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007b) for Navier’s boundary condition and in Feireisl &
Ma´lek (2006) for the spatially periodic problem. The existence of a solution satisfying
(2.41) and the entropy inequality (2.43) was proved by Naumann (2006); the fact that
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the temperature fulfills only inequality (2.43) is a drawback of his result. Finally, the
model with constant viscosity and heat conductivity is discussed in Lions (1996).
Regarding the analysis of flows at constant temperature but with the viscosity still
depending on the pressure p and the shear rate |D|2 we can refer to Bul´ıcˇek et al.
(2007a) where the case r ∈ ( 85 , 2] is treated for Navier’s slip boundary condition, to
Ma´lek et al. (2002) where the existence of weak solution for r ∈ ( 95 , 2) subjected to
space periodic boundary conditions is established, or to Hron et al. (2003) where two-
dimensional flows are analyzed.
The case where the viscosity can depend on the temperature θ and the shear rate |D|2
is studied by Consiglieri (2000) for parameters r ≥ 115 (the subcritical case): assum-
ing that the velocity adheres to the boundary (no-slip), the long-time and large-data
existence is established . We may also refer to Baranger & Mikelic´ (1995) where the
existence of a weak solution for stationary flows is proved, or to Clopeau & Mikelic´
(1997) where the non-stationary case is treated, but the results hold either locally in
time or for small data.
Moreover, Theorem 2.2 extends also the result for isothermal flows of fluids with
shear rate dependent viscosity. We refer the reader to Ma´lek & Rajagopal (2005) for
a summary of the available results. Especially, we have to note that for homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions the existence of a weak solution was established in
Diening et al. (2007) for all r > 65 that is the natural exponent that comes from
requirement on the compactness of the convective term, at least, in the space L1 (i.e.,
for r > 65 and v satisfying (2.33) we have that |v|2 ∈ L1+ε(Q)).
The (unsatisfactory) mathematical results concerning fluids wherein viscosity ν
depends only on the pressure were discussed in the introduction. Finally, for viscosities
of the type ν(p, θ) there does not exist, to our knowledge, any existence theory.
Remark 2.2. We observe that the results stated in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold for
more general relationships between e and θ. To be precise, we suppose (instead of
(2.9)) that e = Cv(θ) where Cv : R+ → R+ is a invertible continuous function satis-
fying
for some β1 ∈ R and C∞ ∈ (0,∞) lim
θ→∞
Cv(θ)
θβ1
= C∞. (2.48)
Setting θ := C−1v (e), it follows from (2.48) that
κ(θ, p, |D|2)∇θ = κ(C−1v (e), p, |D|2)
(
C−1v (e)
)′∇e =: κˆ(e, p, |D|2)∇e.
Thus, if κ satisfies (2.16) then κˆ satisfies for certain Cˆ4, Cˆ5 ∈ (0,∞) the condition
Cˆ4 ≤ lim inf
e→∞
κˆ(e, p, |D|2)
eβˆ
≤ lim sup
e→∞
κˆ(e, p, |D|2)
eβˆ
≤ Cˆ5 with βˆ := β + 1
β1
− 1. (2.49)
Consequently, formulating the problem in terms of the internal energy e instead of
temperature θ, and using the assumption (2.49) instead of (2.16), we obtain the same
results as in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, expressed in terms of βˆ (instead of β).
Remark 2.3. The assumption that Ω ∈ C1,1 is required in order to employ the esti-
mates (2.26)-(2.27). This assumption can be weakened as we only need (and it will
be clear from the proof) Ω to be sufficiently smooth so that (2.26)-(2.27) hold for just
three particular q’s: q = r′, q = 2 and q = 5r5r−6 .
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Since the relevant theory is quite technical we prefer to provide one example of
such a generalization and we refer to Grisvard (1985), Kozlov et al. (1997) and Maz’ya
& Rossman (2003) for further extensions, proofs and details.
The results established in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold if we replace the assumption
Ω ∈ C1,1 by the assumption that the boundary ∂Ω consists of C1,1 parts and edges
where each edge is characterized by the angle ω fulfilling the condition ω < 5r12pi. To
see this, we recall that if ω fulfills 2− 2q < piω then W 2,q-regularity theory near such an
edge holds (see Grisvard (1985, Theorem 8.2.1.2).). Applying this result to the most
restrictive q, which is q = 5r/(5r − 6), we arrive at the condition ω < 5r12pi.
3. A proof of Theorem 2.1.
3.1. Definition of an (ε, η)-approximate problem. We start recalling that
if v is an admissible test function in the weak formulation of the balance of linear mo-
mentum, then the weak formulation of the balance of energy is completely equivalent
to the preferable weak formulation of the equation for the internal energy (it means
for the temperature, in our case). The quadratic convective term does not permit us
to take v as a test function in the balance of linear momentum. Having this in mind,
it is thus natural to modify (approximate or smooth out) the convective terms.
For this purpose, for η > 0, v ∈ Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ) and r ∈ D(R3) nonnegative,
radially symmetric, meeting
∫
R3 r dx = 1, we denote rη(x) :=
1
η3 r
(
x
η
)
and set
vη := ((vωη) ∗ rη)div,
where ωη is a smooth function such that dist(supp ωη, ∂Ω) ≥ η, and ωη = 1 for all x
such that dist(x, ∂Ω) ≥ 2η and zdiv := z −∇N−1(div z) (see (2.25)).
Let ε > 0. In order to handle the pressure it is appropriate to relax the diver-
gence constraint, and in order to take the limit from the finite-dimensional Galerkin
approximations to a continuous (infinite-dimensional) approximation with ease, it
seems suitable to replace div v = 0 by div v = ε4p, completed with ∂p∂n = 0 on ∂Ω,∫
Ω0
p dx = 0, i.e. p = 1εN−1Ω0 (div v). Note that as we will always have at least weak
convergence of the pressure, it follows from the definition of N−1Ω0 that all possible
limit pressures must satisfy
∫
Ω0
p dx = 0.
Because we also do not know apriori that the temperature satisfies the minimum
principle (2.37)2 we redefine S∗ and q∗ for values of the temperature below C3 and
define S˜
∗
and q˜∗ as
S˜
∗
(p, θ,D) :=
{
S∗(p, θ,D),
S∗(p, C3,D),
q˜∗(p, θ,D) :=
{
− κ(p, θ,D)∇θ,
− κ(p, C3,D)∇θ,
if θ ≥ C3,
if θ < C3.
Clearly, once we show, at some level of approximations, that θ(t, x) ≥ C3 for a.a.
(t, x) ∈ Q, then S˜∗ = S∗ and q˜∗ = q∗.
To summarize, for ε, η > 0 with p := 1εN−1Ω0 (div v), we define the (ε, η)-approximate
problem to (2.1)-(2.5), (2.9)-(2.13): to find (v, θ) by solving
v,t + div(vη ⊗ v)− div S˜∗(p, θ,D(v)) = −∇p+ f ,
cvθ,t + cv div(vηθ) + div q˜∗(p, θ,D(v)) = S˜
∗
(p, θ,D(v)) · ∇v,
complemented by the boundary conditions (2.4) and the initial conditions (2.3).
3.2. A solvability of (ε, η)-approximative problem.
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3.2.1. Galerkin approximation. Let {wj}∞j=1 be a basis of W 1,rn such that
wj ∈W 1,2rn for all j and (wi,wj) = δij , and {wj}∞j=1 be a basis of W 1,2(Ω) orthonor-
mal in the space L2(Ω).
We construct Galerkin approximations {v`,k, θ`,k}∞`,k=1 of the form v`,k :=
∑k
i=1 c
`,k
i (t)wi
and θ`,k :=
∑`
i=1 d
`,k
i (t)wi, where c
`,k and d`,k solve the following system of ordinary
differential equations
d
dt
(v`,k,wj)− (v`,kη ⊗ v`,k,∇wj) + (S˜
∗
`,k,∇wj) + α(v`,k,wj)∂Ω
= (p`,k,divwj) + 〈f ,wj〉 for all j = 1, 2, . . . , ` ,
v`,k(·, 0) = v`,k0 =
∑`
j=1
c`0wj = P
`v0,
(3.1)
cv
d
dt
(θ`,k, wj)− cv(v`,kη θ`,k,∇wj)− (q˜∗`,k,∇wj) =
(
S˜
∗
`,k · ∇v`,k, wj
)
for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k,
θ`,k(·, 0) = θ`,k0 =
k∑
j=1
dk0wj = P
k(r1/` ∗ θ0),
(3.2)
where we use the following abbreviations
p`,k := N−1Ω0 (
div v`,k
ε
), S˜
∗
`,k := S˜
∗
(θ`,k, p`,k,D`,k), q˜∗`,k := q˜
∗(θ`,k, p`,k,D`,k),
and P ` and P k denote the projection of L2n and L
2(Ω) onto the linear hull {wj}`j=1
and {wj}kj=1, respectively.
The standard Carathe´odory theory (see Zeidler (1990, Chapter 30)) provides the
existence of solution to (3.1)-(3.2) at least for a short time interval. The uniform
estimates that we will derive in the next subsection enable us to extend the solution
onto the whole time interval (0, T ).
3.2.2. Uniform estimates. Multiplying the j-th equation in (3.1) by c`,kj , then
taking the sum over j = 1, ...,M , and integrating the result over (0, t) we obtain
‖v`,k(t)‖22 + 2
∫ t
0
(S˜
∗
`,k,D(v
`,k)) + α(v`,k,v`,k)∂Ω + ε(∇p`,k,∇p`,k) dτ
= ‖v`,k0 ‖22 + 2
∫ t
0
〈f ,v`,k〉 dτ.
(3.3)
Applying (2.14), (2.21) and Korn’s inequality (Lemma 2.3) to the second term and
the standard duality estimates and Young’s inequality to the last term in (3.3) we
conclude that
sup
t∈(0,T )
‖v`,k(t)‖22 +
∫ T
0
‖v`,k‖r1,r + ε‖∇p`,k‖22 dt ≤ C. (3.4)
Next, multiplying the j-th equation in (3.2) by d`,kj , integrating the result w.r.t. time
over (0, t) we arrive at
‖θ`,k(t)‖22 − 2
∫ t
0
(q˜∗`,k,∇θ`,k) dτ = ‖θ`,k0 ‖22 + 2
∫ t
0
(S˜
∗
`,k · ∇v`,k, θ`,k) dτ. (3.5)
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Setting QC3 := {(t, x) ∈ Q; θ`,k(t, x) ≤ C3}, it follows from the definition of q˜∗, the
assumption concerning κ (2.16) and also from the estimate (3.4) and the fact that
wj ∈W 1,2rn (note that ` is fixed), and Gronwall’s lemma that
sup
t∈(0,T )
‖θ`,k(t)‖22 +
∫
QC3
|∇θ`,k|2 dx dτ +
∫
Q\QC3
(θ`,k)β |∇θ`,k|2 dx dτ ≤ C(`). (3.6)
Let κ(θ) := θβ if θ ≥ C3 and κ(θ) := Cβ3 if θ < C3 and K be a primitive function to√
κ, i.e., K(θ) = C
β
2
3 θ for θ ≤ C3 and K(θ) = 2β+2θ
β+2
2 + ββ+2C
β+2
2
3 for θ ≥ C3. It
then follows from (3.6) that
sup
t∈(0,T )
‖θ`,k(t)‖22 +
∫
Q
|∇K(θ`,k)|2 dx dτ ≤ C(`). (3.7)
Note that there are constants C10, C11, C12, C13 > 0 such that for all θ ∈ R and all β
under consideration
C10|θ|
C11|θ|
β+2
2
}
≤ K(θ) ≤
{
C12|θ| for θ ≤ C3,
C13(1 + |θ|)
β+2
2 for θ ≥ C3.
(3.8)
Consequently, as K(θ) ≤ C(|θ|+ |θ| β+22 ), (3.7) implies, for β + 2 ≤ 2⇔ β ≤ 0, that
sup
t∈(0,T )
‖K(θ`,k)‖22 +
∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖2W 1,2(Ω) dt ≤ C(`). (3.9)
We shall verify that (3.9) holds also for β ≥ 0. Indeed, since∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖21,2 dt =
∫ T
0
‖∇K(θ`,k)‖22 + ‖K(θ`,k)‖22 dt
(3.7)
≤ C(`) + C
∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k) 2β+2 ‖β+2β+2 dt
≤ C(`) + C
∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k) 2β+2 ‖
4(β+2)
3β+4
2 ‖K(θ`,k)
2
β+2 ‖
3β(β+2)
3β+4
3(β+2)
≤ C(`) + C
∫ T
0
‖θ`,k‖
4(β+2)
3β+4
2 ‖K(θ`,k)‖
6β
3β+4
6
≤ C(`) + C(`)
∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖
6β
3β+4
1,2 ,
and 6β3β+4 < 2, applying Young’s inequality we easily conclude that (3.9) holds for all
β under consideration. Thus, (3.9) and the fact that W 1,2(Ω) ↪→ L6(Ω) imply that
(for all β) ∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖26 dt ≤ C(`). (3.10)
If β ≤ 0 we interpolate (3.10) together with (3.9)1 using (2.30) with r = 2, and
conclude that∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖ 10310
3
dt ≤ C(`) (3.8)1⇒
∫ T
0
‖θ`,k‖
5(β+2)
3
5(β+2)
3
dt ≤ C(`). (3.11)
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In order to achieve a similar estimate for β > 0, we take arbitrarily s ∈ (1, 6) and
α ∈ (0, s) and compute∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖ss dt ≤
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
|K(θ`,k)|s−α|K(θ`,k)|α dx dt
≤
∫ T
0
(∫
Ω
|K(θ`,k)| 6(s−α)6−α
) 6−α
6
(∫
Ω
|K(θ`,k)|6
)α
6
dt
(3.8)2≤
∫ T
0
(∫
Ω
|θ`,k| 3(β+2)(s−α)6−α
) 6−α
6
‖K(θ`,k)‖α1,2 dt.
Next setting α := 3(β+2)s−123(β+2)−2 ⇔ 3(β+2)(s−α)6−α = 2 and using (3.7)1, we are led to∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖ss dt ≤ C(`)
∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖
3(β+2)s−12
3(β+2)−2
1,2 dt.
Thus, if 3(β+2)s−123(β+2)−2 ⇔ s ≤ 2 + 83(β+2) , we have∫ T
0
‖K(θ`,k)‖ss dt ≤ C(`)
(3.8)1⇒
∫ T
0
‖θ`,k‖
s(β+2)
2
s(β+2)
2
dt ≤ C(`). (3.12)
We also need to estimate q˜∗`,k = κ˜(p
`,k, θ`,k,D(v`,k))∇θ`,k =: κ˜`,k∇θ`,k. Since
|q˜∗`,k| =
∣∣∣∣∣∇K(θ`,k) κ˜`,k√κ(θ`,k)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|∇K(θ`,k)|
√
κ(θ`,k)
we immediately obtain, for β ≤ 0, that∫ T
0
‖q˜∗`,k‖22 ≤ C(`). (3.13)
For β ≥ 0, and some m ∈ (1, 2) we have∫
Q
|q˜∗`,k|m dx dt ≤ C
∫
QC3
|∇K(θ`,k)|m dx dt+ C
∫
Q\QC3
|∇K(θ`,k)|m[θ`,k]mβ2 dx dt
≤ C(`) + C
∫
Q\QC3
[θ`,k]
mβ
2−m dx dt
(3.8)
≤ C(`) + C
∫
Q
|K(θ`,k)| 2mβ(2−m)(β+2) dx dt
(3.12)
≤ C(`),
(3.14)
provided 2mβ(2−m)(β+2) ≤ 2 + 8(3(β+2) ⇔ m ≤ 1 + 53β+5 . Note that we could similarly
show that∥∥∥∥∥ κ˜`,k√κ(θ`,k)
∥∥∥∥∥
Ls(Q)
≤ C(`) with s =∞ for β ≤ 0 and s = 2(3β+10)3β for β > 0. (3.15)
Finally, for β > 0 we conclude directly from (3.6) that∫
Q
|∇θ`,k|2 dx dt ≤ C(`).
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For β ≤ 0 we obtain, for s = 5(β+2)β+5 , that∫
Q
|∇θ`,k|s dx dt =
∫
Q
|∇K(θ`,k)|s|
√
κ(θ`,k)|−s dx dt
≤ C(`) +
∫
Q
|θ`,k|− sβ2−s dx dt ≤ C(`).
(3.16)
We also need to estimate the time derivatives of c`,k and θ`,k. Multiplying the
j-equation in (3.1) by ddtc
`,k
j and integrating it over time, we obtain (after using the
estimate (3.4)) ∫ T
0
∣∣∣∣dc`,kdt
∣∣∣∣2 dt ≤ C(`). (3.17)
From the estimates proved above, (3.2) and continuity of the projection P `, we
see that
‖θ`,k,t ‖Lσ′ (0,T ;W−1,σ′ (Ω)) ≤ C(`), for σ = 2 if β ≤ 0 and σ = m if β > 0. (3.18)
3.2.3. Limit k → ∞. Having uniform estimates (3.4)-(3.18), we can establish
the following convergence results for selected (not relabelled) subsequences, as k →∞
(s = min
{
2, 5(β+2)β+5
}
):
c`,k ⇀ c` weakly in W 1,2(0, T ) and strongly in C ([0, T ]) , (3.19)
θ`,k ⇀ θ` weakly in
{
z ∈ Ls(0, T ;W 1,s(Ω)), z,t ∈ Lσ′(0, T ;W−1,σ′(Ω))
}
, (3.20)
and consequently applying Aubin-Lions Lemma 2.5 and (3.11)2 we observe that
θ`,k → θ` strongly in Lm(0, T ;Lm(Ω)), m < min
{
10
3 ,
5(β+2)
3
}
. (3.21)
Moreover, using (3.19) it is evident that
v`,k → v` strongly in L2r(0, T ;W 1,2rn ), (3.22)
S˜
∗
`,k → S˜
∗
` := S˜
∗
(p`, θ`,D(v`)) strongly in L
2r
r−1 (0, T ;L
2r
r−1 (Ω)3×3). (3.23)
Finally, it follows from (3.9) and (3.15) (with s defined in (3.15)) that
K(θ`,k)⇀ K(θ`) weakly in L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)), (3.24)
κ˜`,k
κ(θ`,k)
→ κ˜`
κ(θ`)
strongly in Ls
∗
(0, T ;Ls
∗
(Ω)) for any s∗ < s, (3.25)
which implies that
q˜∗`,k ⇀ q˜
∗
` := κ˜(p
`, θ`,D(v`))∇θ` weakly in Lσ(0, T ;W 1,σ(Ω)). (3.26)
The convergence results established in (3.19)-(3.26) allow us to take the limit in
(3.1) and to obtain that the following system of equations (p` := 1εN−1Ω0 (div v`))
d
dt
(v`,wj)− (v`η ⊗ v`,∇wj) + (S˜
∗
` ,∇wj) + α(v`,wj)∂Ω
= (p`,divwj) + 〈f ,wj〉 for all j = 1, 2, . . . , ` ,
(3.27)
cv
d
dt
(θ`, ϕ)− cv(v`ηθ`,∇ϕ)− (q˜∗` ,∇ϕ) =
(
S˜
∗
` ,∇v`ϕ
)
for all ϕ ∈W 1,σ(Ω).
(3.28)
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3.2.4. Minimum principle. Consider ϕ := min{0, θ`−C3} ≤ 0. Once we show
that such a ϕ is an admissible test function in (3.28) we conclude in a standard way
that
θ`(x, t) ≥ essinf
x∈Ω
θ`0 ≥ C3 > 0 for a.a. (x, t) ∈ Ω× (0, T ). (3.29)
In order to see that such a ϕ is an admissible test function, we write
(q˜∗` ,∇ϕ)Q = (κ˜`∇θ`,∇ϕ)Q =
∫
Q
√
κ˜`∇θ` · ∇ϕ dµ
where dµ(t, x) :=
√
κ˜` dx dt. By virtue of (3.24) we know that∇ϕ ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω, µ)).
Consequently, we also know that θ`,t belongs to a corresponding dual space.
Note that (3.29) implies that S˜
∗
k = S
∗
k and q˜
∗
k = q
∗
k a.e. in Q.
3.2.5. Further apriori estimates. Setting ϕ ≡ 1, in (3.28) and using weak
lower semicontinuity of norms in (3.4) lead to
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖θ`(t)‖1 + ‖v`(t)‖22) +
∫ T
0
‖v`‖r1,r + ε‖∇p`‖22 dt ≤ C. (3.30)
Next, taking ϕ = (θ`)λ with −1 < λ < 0 in (3.28) (note that (3.29) implies that
0 ≤ (θ`)λ ≤ C in Q) and integrating the result over time t ∈ (0, T ) we obtain, with
help of (3.30) (for details see Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007b)), that
−(q∗` ,∇θ`)Q ≤ C
(2.16)
=⇒
∫
Q
∣∣∣∇(θ`) β+λ+12 ∣∣∣2 dx dt ≤ C. (3.31)
This together with (3.30) implies that∫ T
0
‖(θ`) β+λ+12 ‖21,2 dt ≤ C
(2.31)
=⇒
(3.30)
∫ T
0
‖θ`‖nn dt ≤ C for all n ∈
[
1, 5+3β3
)
. (3.32)
For β > 1 (and λ such that β + λ+ 1 ≥ 2), (3.32) directly implies that∫ T
0
‖θ`‖2W 1,2(Ω) dt ≤ C. (3.33)
For β ≤ 1, we have∫ T
0
‖∇θ`‖ss dt =
∫
Q
(θ`)(β+λ−1)
s
2 |∇θ`|s(θ`)−(β+λ−1) s2 dx dt
≤ C
∫
Q
(θ`)β+λ−1|∇θ`|2 + (θ`)−(β+λ−1) s2−s dx dt
(3.31)
≤
(3.32)
C,
(3.34)
provided that −(β + λ− 1) s2−s < β + 53 ⇔ s <
5 + 3β
4
.
Proceeding step by step as in the case of Remark 2.1, part (iii), we conclude that∫
Q
|q∗` |m dx dt ≤ C for all m < 1 +
1
3β + 4
=
3β + 5
3β + 4
. (3.35)
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Moreover, it follows from (2.21)2 and (3.30) that∫
Q
|S∗` |r
′
dx dt ≤ C. (3.36)
The above estimates are sufficient to show that
‖v`,t‖(Xr,2)∗ ≤ C(ε) , (3.37)
‖θ`,t‖L1(0,T ;W−1,q′ (Ω)) ≤ C, q being sufficiently large. (3.38)
3.2.6. Limit `→∞. It follows from the estimates (3.30)-(3.38) and from Aubin-
Lions Lemma 2.5, Corollary 2.1 and the assumption on ν (see (2.14)) and κ (see (2.16))
that there are v and θ and relevant not relabelled subsequences such that
v`,t ⇀ v,t weakly in (X
r,2)∗, v` ⇀ v weakly in Xr,2, (3.39)
v` → v strongly in Ln(0, T ;Ln(Ω)3) for n ∈ [1, 5r3 ), (3.40)
trv` → trv strongly in L2(0, T ;L2(∂Ω)), (3.41)
θ` → θ strongly in Lm(0, T ;Lm(Ω)) for m < 53 + β, (3.42)
(θ`)
β+λ+1
2 ⇀ (θ)
β+λ+1
2 weakly in L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)), (3.43)
S∗` → S∗ weakly in Lr
′
(0, T ;Lr
′
(Ω)3×3), (3.44)
q∗` → q∗ weakly in Lm(0, T ;Lm(Ω)3), for all m < 3β+53β+4 . (3.45)
Denote p := 1εN−1Ω0 (div v). Since p` = 1εN−1Ω0 (div v`), it follows from (3.40) that
p` → p strongly in L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)). (3.46)
This convergence is sufficient to allow us to take the limit of (3.27) and conclude
that
〈v,t,w〉 − (vη ⊗ v,∇w) + (S∗,∇w) + α(v,w)∂Ω + (∇p,w)
= 〈f ,w〉 for all w ∈W 1,rn and a.a.t ∈ (0, T ).
(3.47)
It remains to show that
S∗ = S∗ := ν(p, θ, |D(v)|2)D(v) a.e. in Q, (3.48)
and this we shall do by using standard monotone operator arguments (Minty’s method).
Indeed, using Lemma 2.1, we obtain for all ϕ ∈ Xr,2 that
0 ≤ C1
2
∫
Q
I(D(v`),D(ϕ)) ≤ (S∗` − ν(p`, θ`, |D(ϕ)|2)D(ϕ),D(v` −ϕ))Q . (3.49)
Using strong convergence (3.42) and (3.46) and Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem, we obtain that ν(p`, θ`, |D(ϕ)|2)D(ϕ) → ν(p, θ, |D(ϕ)|2)D(ϕ) strongly in
Lr
′
(Q)3×3. Hence,(
ν(p`, θ`, |D(ϕ)|2)D(ϕ),D(v` −ϕ)) `→∞→ (ν(p, θ, |D(ϕ)|2)D(ϕ),D(v −ϕ))
Q
.
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Next, we replace the term
(
S∗` ,D(v
`)
)
Q
in (3.49) and taking the limit as ` → ∞ we
obtain the following inequality
0 ≤ lim
`→∞
C1
2
∫
Q
I(D(v`),D(ϕ)) ≤
(
S∗ − ν(p, θ, |D(ϕ)|2)D(ϕ),D(v −ϕ)
)
Q
. (3.50)
The choice ϕ := v ± hu with h > 0 then completes the proof of (3.48), and (3.50)
implies that ∫
Q
I(D(v`),D(v)) `→∞→ 0. (3.51)
Since∫
Q
|D(v` − v)|r dx dt =
=
∫
Q
I r2 (D(v`),D(v))
(∫ 1
0
(1 + |D(v`)− sD(v` − v)|2) r−22 ds
)− r2
dx dt
≤ C
(∫
Q
I(D(v`),D(v)) dx dt
) r
2
(∫
Q
(1 + |D(v`)|rr + |D(v)|rr) dx dt
) 2−r
2
(3.51) implies that
D(v`)→ D(v) strongly in Lr(0, T ;Lr(Ω)3×3). (3.52)
It is a simple consequence of (3.52) and Lemma 2.1 that
S∗` ·D(v`)→ S∗ ·D(v) = ν(p, θ, |D(v)|2)|D(v)|2 strongly in L1(0, T ;L1(Ω)).
Finally, since
q∗` = −
2
β + λ+ 1
(∇(θ`) β+λ+12 )κ(p`, θ`,D(v`))(θ`)− β+λ−12
the convergence results (3.45), (3.42), (3.46) and (3.52) imply that q∗ = q∗ =:
−κ(p, θ, |D(v)|2)∇θ. Thus, letting `→∞ in (3.28) we obtain
− (θ, ϕ,t)Q − (vηθ,∇ϕ)Q − (q∗,∇ϕ) = (S∗,D(v), ϕ) + (θ0, ϕ(0))
for all ϕ ∈ D(−∞, T ;W 1,σ(Ω)) with σ > max{3,m′}. (3.53)
The arguments concerning the attainment of the initial conditions v0 and θ0 are
standard (see e.g. Ma´lek & Rajagopal (2005) for v0 and Lions (1996, Appendix E)
for θ0).
At this point, the existence of a weak solution (v, θ) = (vε,η, θε,η) to the (ε, η)-
approximate problem, fulfilling (3.47) with (3.48) and (3.53) is established.
3.3. Limit ε→ 0. Let {vε, θε} be used in this subsection to denote (vε,η, θε,η),
the solution of the (ε, η)-approximation. Recall that pε = 1εN−1Ω0 (div vε), which is
tantamount to
ε(∇pε,∇h) = (div vε, h) for all h ∈W 1,r′(Ω) ,
∫
Ω0
pε(t, x) dx = 0 . (3.54)
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We also recall the notation
q∗ε := −κ(pε, θε, |D(vε)|2)∇θε, S∗ε := ν(pε, θε, |D(vε)|2)D(vε) .
Using the weak lower semicontinuity of the norms in (3.30), (3.32), (3.35) and (3.36),
we find that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖θε(t)‖1 + ‖vε(t)‖22) +
∫ T
0
‖vε‖r1,r + ε‖∇pε‖22 dt ≤ C ,∫ T
0
‖(θε)
β+λ+1
2 ‖21,2 + ‖θε‖nn + ‖q∗ε‖mm + ‖S∗ε‖r
′
r′ dt ≤ C,
(3.55)
where m comes from (3.35) and n from (3.32). Consequently, using the equations
(3.47) and (3.53) we also conclude that
‖vε,t‖
(X
r, 5r5r−8
div )
∗
+ ‖θε,t‖L1(0,T ;W 1,σ′ (Ω) ≤ C with σ > max{m, 3}. (3.56)
To obtain uniform estimates on {pε} we introduce pε0 := pε − 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
pε dx and
observe by contradiction and since
∫
Ω0
pε dx = 0 that there is C independent of ε, η
such that ‖pε‖q ≤ C‖pε0‖q. Consequently, it suffices to find uniform estimates for pε0.
For this purpose, we consider w in (3.47) first of the form w := ∇N−1(|pε0|r
′−2pε0 −
1
|Ω|
∫
Ω
|pε0|r
′−2pε0 dx) and then w := ∇N−1(|pε0|
5r
6 −2pε0 − 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
|pε0|
5r
6 −2pε0 dx). Such a
choice of w clearly leads to
(pε,divw)Q =
∫ T
0
‖pε0‖αα (first with α = r′ and then with α = 5r6 ).
Replacing the left hand side by means of (3.47) and proceeding step by step as in
Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a), and in particular using the fact that
∫ T
0
〈vε,t,w〉 dt = −
2ε
α
‖pε0(T )‖αα ≤ 0 (α = r′ or 5r/6) ,
we conclude that ∫ T
0
‖pε0‖r
′
r′ ≤ C(η) =⇒
∫ T
0
‖pε‖r′r′ ≤ C(η),∫ T
0
‖pε0‖
5r
6
5r
6
≤ C =⇒
∫ T
0
‖pε‖ 5r65r
6
≤ C.
(3.57)
Using (3.47) again, these estimates imply that
∫ T
0
‖vε,t‖r
′
W−1,r
′
n
dt ≤ C(η). (3.58)
It is then a consequence of (3.55)-(3.58), Corollary 2.1 and Aubin-Lions Lemma 2.5
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that we can find (not relabelled) subsequences of {vε, θε, pε,Sε, qε} such that
vε,t ⇀ v,t weakly in L
r′(0, T ;W−1,r
′
n ), (3.59)
vε ⇀ v weakly in Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ), (3.60)
vε → v strongly in Lh(0, T ;Lh(Ω)3) for all h < 5r3 , (3.61)
trvε → trv strongly in L2(0, T ;L2(∂Ω)3), (3.62)
θε → θ strongly in Ln(0, T ;Ln(Ω)) for all n < 5+3β3 , (3.63)
(θε)
β+λ+1
2 ⇀ (θ)
β+λ+1
2 weakly in L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)) for all λ < 0, (3.64)
pε ⇀ p weakly in Lr
′
(0, T ;Lr
′
(Ω)), (3.65)
S∗ε ⇀ S∗ weakly in L
r′(0, T ;Lr
′
(Ω)3×3), (3.66)
q∗ε ⇀ q∗ weakly in L
m(0, T ;Lm(Ω)3) for all m < 3β+53β+4 , (3.67)
Since
√
ε∇pε is uniformly bounded in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)3), applying (3.60) to (3.54) we
immediately obtain div v = 0 in Q.
In order to take the limit in (3.47) with (3.48) and in (3.53) we first identify the
limits of S∗ε, q
∗
ε and S
∗
ε · D(vε). To prove that S∗ = S∗ := ν(p, θ,D(v))D(v), it is
enough to establish almost everywhere convergence for pε and ∇vε. To show this, we
start with the inequality formulated in Lemma 2.1:
C1
2
∫
Q
γ1(θεI(D(vε),D(v)) dx dt ≤ B2γ
2
0
2C1
∫ T
0
‖pε − p‖22 dt
+
(
S∗ε − ν(p, θε, |D(v)|2)D(v),D(vε − v)
)
Q
.
(3.68)
Observing first that (3.66), (3.63) and Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem
(used to show that ‖[ν(p, θε, |D(v)|2) − ν(p, θ, |D(v)|2)]D(v)‖r′ → 0 as ε → 0) imply
that
(
ν(p, θε, |D(v)|2)D(v),D(vε − v))
Q
→ 0 as ε → 0. Next, taking w := vε − v in
(3.47) it is easy to observe, using above convergence results, that lim supε→0(S∗ε,D(v
ε−
v))Q ≤ 0. Thus, inserting this information into (3.68), we obtain (o(1) denotes the
quantity that vanishes as ε→ 0)
C1
2
∫
Q
γ1(θε)I(D(vε),D(v)) dx dt ≤ o(1) + B2γ
2
0
2C1
∫ T
0
‖pε − p‖22 dt. (3.69)
Note that (3.65) implies that pε0 ⇀ p0 ∈ Lr
′
(Q). Since
∫
Ω0
pε = 0 we have
‖pε0 − p0‖22 = ‖pε − p‖22 −
1
|Ω|
(∫
Ω
pε − p dx
)2
= ‖pε − p‖22 −
1
|Ω|
(∫
Ω\Ω0
pε − p dx
)2
≥ |Ω0||Ω| ‖p
ε − p‖22.
(3.70)
Also,∫ T
0
‖pε0 − p0‖22 dt = (pε0, pε − p0)Q − (p0, pε0 − p0)Q ≤ o(1) + (pε0, pε0 − p0)Q. (3.71)
To estimate the last term, we take w = ∇gε in (3.47), whereas
gε := N−1(pε0 − p0)⇀ 0 weakly in Lr
′
(0, T ;W 2,r
′
(Ω)) . (3.72)
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As a consequence, we obtain (see also Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a))
(pε0, p
ε
0 − p0)Q ≤ o(1) + (S∗ε,∇2gε)Q = o(1) + (S∗ε − ν(p, θε, |D(v)|2)D(v),∇2gε)Q
+ (ν(p, θε, |D(v)|2)D(v),∇2gε)Q =: o(1) + I1 + I2.
Using Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem, (3.42) and (3.72), we obtain I2
ε→0→
0. Regarding I1, we again apply Lemma 2.1 and conclude that
I1 ≤
∫
Q
C2γ1(θε)I 12 (D(vε),D(v))|∇2gε|+ γ0γ2(θε)|pε − p||∇2gε| dx dt
≤ C2
√
B1Creg(Ω, 2)
∫ T
0
(∫
Ω
γ1(θε)I(D(vε),D(v)) dx
) 1
2
‖pε0 − p0‖2 dt
+ γ0B3Creg(Ω, 2)
√
|Ω|
|Ω0|
∫ T
0
‖pε0 − p0‖22 dt
≤
1 + γ0B3Creg(Ω, 2)
√
|Ω|
|Ω0|
2
∫ T
0
‖pε0 − p0‖22 dt
+
C22B1C
2
reg(Ω, 2)
2(1− γ0B3
√
|Ω|
|Ω0|Creg(Ω, 2))
∫
Q
γ1(θε)I(D(vε),D(v)) dx dt.
Inserting this estimate into (3.71) and using (3.70), we find that∫ T
0
‖pε − p‖22 dt ≤ |Ω||Ω0|
∫ T
0
‖pε0 − p0‖22 dt
≤ |Ω||Ω0|
B1C
2
2C
2
reg(Ω,2)
(1−γ0B3
√ |Ω|
|Ω0|Creg(Ω,2))
2
∫
Q
γ1(θε)I(D(vε),D(v)) dx dt+ o(1).
(3.73)
Finally, putting (3.69) and (3.73) together, and using the assumption on γ0 (2.47)
(recalling that γ1 ≥ 1) imply that∫
Q
I(D(vε),D(v)) dx dt ε→0→ 0 and
∫
Q
|pε − p|22 dx dt ε→0→ 0.
The same arguments as those used in (3.51)-(3.52) then imply that
vε → v strongly in Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ), pε → p strongly in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), (3.74)
which is sufficient to prove (modulo subsequence) that S∗ = S∗ := ν(p, θ, |D(v)|2)D(v)
and q∗ = q∗ := −κ(p, θ, |D(v)|2)∇θ.
Finally, having all these convergence results (3.59)-(3.67) in hands together with
the identification of the limit of nonlinear terms, we can take the limit ε→ 0 in (3.47)
with (3.48) and in (3.53) in a standard way and conclude that for any η > 0 the triplet
(v, θ, p) := (vη, θη, pη) fulfills
〈v,t,w〉 − (vη ⊗ v,∇w) + (S∗,∇w) + α(v,w)∂Ω − (p,divw)
= 〈f ,w〉 for all w ∈W 1,rn and a.a.t ∈ (0, T ),
(3.75)
−(θ, ϕ,t)Q − (vηθ,∇ϕ)Q − (q∗,∇ϕ) = (S∗ ·D(v), ϕ) + (θ0, ϕ(0))
for all ϕ ∈ D(−∞, T ;W 1,σ(Ω)) with σ > max{3,m′}. (3.76)
The attainment of initial conditions is again standard and can be proved by using
the same methods as those described in Ma´lek & Rajagopal (2005) and Lions (1996,
Appendix E).
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3.4. Limit η → 0. Let (vη, θη, pη,S∗η, q∗η), the solution of the η-approximation,
fulfil (3.75) and (3.76). Our final goal is to take the limit η → 0 in (3.75) and in the
equation obtained as the sum of (3.76) (with any general ϕ) and (3.75) with w = vϕ
and to establish the existence of a suitable weak solution to our original problem.
Using weak lower semicontinuity of appropriate norms, Fatou’s lemma, (3.55) and
(3.57)2, we find that for 1 ≤ m < 3β+53β+4 and 1 ≤ n < 5+3β3
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖θη(t)‖1 + ‖vη(t)‖22) +
∫ T
0
‖vη‖r1,r + ‖pη‖
5r
6
5r
6
dt ≤ C,∫ T
0
‖(θη)
β+λ+1
2 ‖21,2 + ‖θη‖nn + ‖q∗η‖mm + ‖S∗η‖r
′
r′ dt ≤ C.
(3.77)
Consequently, using the equations (3.75) and (3.76) we get the estimates
‖vη,t‖
(X
r, 5r5r−8
div )
∗
+ ‖vη,t‖
L
5r
6 (0,T ;W
−1, 5r6
n )
+ ‖θη,t‖L1(0,T ;W 1,σ′ (Ω) ≤ C. (3.78)
These estimates together with Aubin-Lions Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.1 are sufficient
to find a (not relabelled) subsequence of (vη, θη, pη) such that
vη,t ⇀ v,t weakly in L
5r
6 (0, T ;W−1,
5r
6
n ) ∩ (Xr, 5r5r−8 )∗, (3.79)
vη ⇀ v weakly in Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ), (3.80)
vη → v strongly in Lh(0, T ;Lh(Ω)3) for all h < 5r3 , (3.81)
trvη → trv strongly in L2(0, T ;L2(∂Ω)3), (3.82)
θη → θ strongly in Ln(0, T ;Ln(Ω)) for all n < 5+3β3 , (3.83)
(θη)
β+λ+1
2 ⇀ (θ)
β+λ+1
2 weakly in L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω)) for all λ < 0, (3.84)
pη ⇀ p weakly in L
5r
6 (0, T ;L
5r
6 (Ω)), (3.85)
S∗η → S∗ weakly in Lr
′
(0, T ;Lr
′
(Ω)3×3), (3.86)
q∗η → q∗ weakly in Lm(0, T ;Lm(Ω)3) for all m < 3β+53β+4 . (3.87)
Assume for a moment that pη and D(vη) converge almost everywhere in Q so that
S∗ = S∗ := ν(p, θ, |D(v)|2)D(v) and q∗ = q∗ := −κ(p, θ, |D(v)|2)∇θ. Then we are
able to take the limit in (3.75) and to achieve (2.41). Moreover, defining Eη :=
1
2 |vη|2 + cvθη, setting ϕ := vηϕ in (3.75) and adding it to (3.76), and letting η tend
to zero, we obtain (2.42). Next, defining Sη := cv ln θη, it follows also from (3.77)
that Sη satisfies (2.39). Moreover, setting ϕ := ψ/θη in (3.76) and letting η → 0 we
obtain (2.43).
What remains in order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 is to establish almost
everywhere convergence of pη and D(vη), and to show that the initial conditions are
attained (see (2.44)).
3.4.1. Almost everywhere convergence of pη and D(vη). First, we define
−pη1 := N−1Ω0
(
div div(vηη ⊗ vη)
)
at each time level and set pη2 := p
η−pη1 . Consequently,
pη2 then solves at each time level
(pη2 ,4ϕ) = −〈f ,∇ϕ〉+ α(vη,∇ϕ)∂Ω + (Sη,∇2ϕ) (3.88)
for all ϕ ∈ W 2,r(Ω) with ∇ϕ ∈ W 1,rn , i.e., pη2 = N−1Ω0
(
div f + div divS∗η
)
. The same
procedure as that developed in Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a) implies that (we use uniform
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estimates (3.77) and equation (3.88))∫ T
0
‖pη2‖r
′
r′ dt ≤ C. (3.89)
The uniform estimate (3.89) implies that (after taking a subsequence)
pη2 ⇀ p2 weakly in L
r′(0, T ;Lr
′
(Ω)). (3.90)
Moreover, using (3.81) and definition of pη1 we obtain
pη1 → p1 strongly in Ls(0, T ;Ls(Ω)) for s ∈ 〈1, 5r6 ). (3.91)
Next, we follow the approach described in Boccardo & Murat (1992), Frehse et al.
(2000) or Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a). We define
gη := |∇vη|r + |∇v|r + (|S∗η|+ |S∗|) (|D(vη)|+ |D(v)|) . (3.92)
It follows from (3.77) that there is K ∈ [1,∞) so that for all η
0 ≤
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gη dx dt ≤ K .
Let ε∗ > 0 be arbitrary. Then the following statement is proved in Bul´ıcˇek et al.
(2007a):
There exist L ≤ ε
∗
K
, subsequence {vj}∞j=1 ⊂ {vη}η>0
and sets Ej :=
{
(t, x) ∈ Q;L2 ≤ |vj(t, x)− v(t, x)| < L}
such that
∫
Ej
gj dx dt ≤ ε∗.
(*)
For such an obtained sequence {vj}∞j=1 and L we define uj and the sets Qj as
uj := (vj − v)
(
1−min
{
|v−vj |
L , 1
})
andQj :=
{
(t, x) ∈ Q; |v − vj | < L} . (3.93)
By using (3.80)-(3.81) and the fact that |uj | ≤ L in Q we have (as j →∞)
uj ⇀ 0 weakly in Lr(0, T ;W 1,rn ), (3.94)
uj → 0 strongly in Ls(0, T ;Ls(Ω)3) ∀s <∞. (3.95)
truj → 0 strongly in L2(0, T ;L2(∂Ω)3). (3.96)
Since (see Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a, (2.60)) for details)∫ T
0
‖divuj‖rr ≤ Cε∗, (3.97)
the Helmholtz decomposition uj = ujdiv +∇gu
j
then implies that∫ T
0
‖guj‖r2,r dt ≤ Cε∗ , (3.98)
ujdiv → 0 strongly in Ls(0, T ;Ls(Ω)3) for all s <∞. (3.99)
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For simplicity, we denote for j ∈ N
Wj := ν(pj1 + p2, θ
j , |D(v)|2)D(v) ∈ Lr′(0, T ;Lr′(Ω)3×3).
The integration of (2.22) (with D = D(v), B = D(vj), p := pj1 + p2, q := p
j , θ := θj)
over Qj leads to
C1
2
∫
Qj
γ1(θj)I(D(v),D(vj)) dx dt ≤ B
2
2γ
2
0
2C1
∫
Qj
|pj2 − p2|2 dx dt
+ (Wj ,D(v − vj))Qj − (S∗j ,D(v − vj))Qj =: Y1 + Y2 + Y3.
(3.100)
By virtue of (3.83), (3.91), Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem and (2.14), we
observe
Wj → S∗ strongly in Lr′(0, T ;Lr′(Ω)3×3). (3.101)
Therefore (as j →∞)
Y2 := (Wj ,D(v − vj))Qj = (Wj ,D(uj))Q + (Wj ,D((v − vj) |v−v
j |
L ))Qj
(3.101)
≤
(3.94)
o(1) + (Wj ,D((v − vj) |v−vj |L ))Qj\Ej + (Wj ,D((v − vj) |v−v
j |
L ))Ej
(*)
≤ o(1) + CL+ Cε∗ ≤ o(1) + Cε∗,
where o(1)→ 0 as j →∞. To estimate Y3 we set ϕ = ujdiv in (3.75) and obtain
Y3 := (S∗j ,D(v
j − v))Qj = (S∗j ,D(uj))Q + (S∗j ,D((v − vj) |v−v
j |
L ))Qj
= (S∗j ,D(u
j
div))Q + (S
∗
j ,D(∇gu
j
))Q + (S∗j ,D((v − vj) |v−v
j |
L ))Qj
(*)
≤
(3.98)
(S∗j ,D(u
j
div))Q + Cε
∗ (3.75)= :
4∑
i=1
Ii + Cε∗,
(3.102)
where4
I1 = −〈vj,t,ujdiv〉 = −〈v,t,ujdiv〉+ 〈v,t − vj,t,ujdiv〉
≤ o(1) + 〈v,t − vj,t,ujdiv〉
div v−vj=0= o(1) + 〈v,t − vj,t,uj〉 ≤ o(1),
I2 = −
(
[∇vj ]vjη(j),ujdiv
)
Q
≤ C‖uj‖ 5r
5r−8 ,Q
‖vj‖ 5r
3 ,Q
‖∇vj‖r,Q (3.95)= o(1),
I3 = −α(vj ,ujdiv)Γ ≤ C‖uj‖L2(Γ)
(3.96)
= o(1),
I4 = 〈f ,ujdiv〉 = o(1),
The next step is to estimate Y1 in (3.100), which we will do similarly as in the previous
subsection ε → 0. We define pj2,0 := pj2 − 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
pj2 dx and p2,0 := p2 − 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
p2 dx.
Analogously as in (3.70) we have
‖pj2,0 − p2,0‖22 ≥
|Ω0|
|Ω| ‖p
j
2 − p2‖22. (3.103)
4For details concerning the estimate of I1 see Bul´ıcˇek et al. (2007a).
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Setting gj := N−1
(
pj2,0 − p2,0
)
, (3.90) implies that
gj ⇀ 0 weakly in Lr
′
(0, T ;W 2,r(Ω)),
tr∇gj ⇀ 0 weakly in L2(0, T ;L2(∂Ω)3).
(3.104)
Since (as j →∞) ∫ T
0
‖pj2,0 − p2,0‖22 dt ≤ o(1) + (pj2,0, pj2,0 − p2,0)Q, (3.105)
taking ϕ := gj in (3.88) and integrating the result over time we obtain∫ T
0
‖pj2,0 − p2,0‖22 dt ≤ o(1) +
3∑
a=1
Ia, (3.106)
where I1 := 〈−f ,∇gj〉 = o(1), I2 := α(vj ,∇gj)Γ (3.104)2=
(3.82)
o(1) and
I3 := (S∗j ,∇2gj)Q = (S∗j −Wj ,∇2gj)Q + (Wj ,∇2gj)Q
(3.101)
≤
(3.104)
(S∗j −Wj ,∇2gj)Q + o(1)
(2.23)
≤
(3.103)
γ0B3Creg(2,Ω)
√
|Ω|
|Ω0|
∫
Q
|pj2 − p2|2 dx dt+ C2
∫
Q
γ1(θj)J dx dt+ o(1),
whereas the symbol J stands for
J :=
∣∣∣∣D(vj − v)∫ 1
0
(
1 + |D(vj + s(v − vj))|2) r−22 ds∣∣∣∣ |∇2gj |.
Splitting the integral over Qj (defined in (3.93)) and its complement, we obtain∫
Q\Qj
γ1(θj)J dx dt ≤ B1
(∫
Q\Qj
I(D(v),D(vj)) dx dt
) 1
2
‖∇2gj‖r′,(Q\Qj)|Q \Qj |
2−r
2r
≤ C|Q \Qj | 2−r2r
(r<2)
≤
(3.81)
Co(1),
∫
Qj
γ1(θj)Jdxdt ≤
√
B1Creg(2,Ω)
(∫
Qj
γ1(θj)I(D(v),D(vj))dxdt
) 1
2
‖pj2,0 − p2,0‖Qj
≤ B1C
2
reg(Ω, 2)C2
2(1− γ0B3
√
|Ω|
|Ω0|Creg(Ω, 2))
∫
Qj
γ1(θj)I(D(v),D(vj)) dx dt
+
1− γ0B3
√
|Ω|
|Ω0|Creg(Ω, 2)
2C2
‖pj2,0 − p2,0‖22,Qj .
Using the estimates of I1, I2 and I3, we conclude from (3.103) and (3.106) that∫
Q
|pj2 − p2|2 dx dt ≤
|Ω|
|Ω0|C
2
reg(Ω,2)C
2
2B1
(1−γ0B3
√ |Ω|
|Ω0|Creg(Ω,2))
2
∫
Qj
γ1(θj)I(D(v),D(vj)) dx dt
+ o(1). (3.107)
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Combining the estimates (3.100)-(3.107), incorporating as well the assumption on γ0
(see (2.47)), we finally obtain the following inequality∫
Qj
I(D(v),D(vj)) dx dt+
∫
Q
|pj2 − p2|2 dx dt ≤ o(1) + ε∗ . (3.108)
This is then sufficient to conclude almost everywhere convergence result for {pj2} (and
by virtue of (3.91) also for {pj}) and for D(vj), which has been the remaining task
to identify S∗ and q∗.
3.4.2. Attainment of initial conditions. First, note that (2.44)1 can be easily
deduced by using for example the same procedure as in Ma´lek & Rajagopal (2005,
page 431). It follows from (2.42) that E ∈ C(0, T ;L1weak(Ω)). Therefore, setting
ϕ := χ0,t in (2.42) we obtain∫
Ω
E(t)− E0 dx =
∫ t
0
〈f ,v〉 − α‖v‖22,∂Ω dt t→0→ 0. (3.109)
Consequently, having (2.44)1 and using (3.109), we deduce that∫
Ω
θ(t)− θ0 dx t→0→ 0. (3.110)
Similarly as we proved the entropy inequality (2.43) we show that
− cv(
√
θ, ψ,t)Q − cv(
√
θ0, ψ(0))− cv(v
√
θ,∇ψ)Q − 12(q/
√
θ,∇ψ)Q
≥ −1
4
(q/
√
θ3,∇θψ)Q + 12
(
S/
√
θ,∇vψ
)
Q
≥ 0 for all ψ ∈ D with ψ ≥ 0,
(3.111)
Setting ψ(t, x) := ϕ(x)χ(0,t) ≥ 0, ϕ ∈ C10(Ω) in (3.111), we conclude for a.a. t ∈ (0, T ),
that
cv(
√
θ(t), ϕ)− cv(
√
θ0, ϕ)− cv
∫ t
0
(v
√
θ,∇ϕ)− 1
2
(q/
√
θ,∇ϕ) dτ
≥
∫ t
0
−1
4
(q/
√
θ3,∇θϕ) + 1
2
(
S/
√
θ,∇vϕ
)
dt ≥ 0 .
(3.112)
By redefining
√
θ(t), we easily observe that (3.112) holds for all t ∈ (0, T ). Therefore,
using integrability of all terms under time integral in (3.112) we conclude that
lim inf
t→0
(
√
θ(t), ϕ) ≥ (
√
θ0, ϕ) for all ϕ ≥ 0, ϕ ∈ C10(Ω). (3.113)
Using the density of smooth function in L2 and (2.37)1, we finally obtain that (3.113)
is valid also for all nonnegative ϕ ∈ L2(Ω). Thus, we can compute
‖
√
θ(t)−
√
θ0‖22 =
∫
Ω
θ(t) + θ0 dx− 2(
√
θ(t),
√
θ0)
t→0≤
(3.110),(3.113)
0. (3.114)
Consequently,
‖θ(t)− θ0‖1 ≤
∫
Ω
|
√
θ(t)−
√
θ0||
√
θ(t) +
√
θ0| dx ≤ c‖
√
θ(t)−
√
θ0‖2 t→0→
(3.114)
0 .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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